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HyperX Savage DDR4 Memory

Features/specs on reverse >>

> Speeds of up to 3000MHz and low 
latencies deliver exceptional DDR4 
performance

> Intel XMP-ready profi les are optimised 
for Intel Z170 & X99 series motherboards

> Lower power consumption than DDR3

> Asymmetrical, stylish die-cast aluminium, 
low-profi le heat spreader

HyperX® Savage DDR4 memory o� ers an unbeatable combination of 
fast speeds and aggressive timings to complement Intel’s 2, 4, 6 or 8 
core processors for faster video editing, 3D rendering, gaming and 
AI processing. With speeds of up to 3000MHz and latencies of CL12–
CL15, it’s optimised for Intel’s Z170 & X99 chipsets and features easy 
overclocking with no need for manual timing adjustments in BIOS. 

Available in single modules and kits of 2, 4, and 8 and in capacities of up 
to 64GB, HyperX Savage DDR4 memory has lower power consumption 
than DDR3, with 1.2V or 1.35V only for all parts. Its asymmetrical, stylish, 
die-cast aluminium heat spreader has a low pro� le to � t under oversized 
CPU coolers and provide enhanced thermal dissipation to keep your 
system cooler as it complements the look of the latest PC hardware and 
helps you stand out from the “square” crowd. The black heat spreader 
and matching PCB are made from quality aluminium material and 
feature a diamond-cut � nish.

Attack the competition with style and confidence. HyperX Savage 
is backed by a lifetime warranty, free technical support and 
legendary reliability. 

Low latency and fast speeds deliver 
superior performance.
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HYPERX PART NUMBERS

HyperX Savage DDR4 Memory

FEATURES/BENEFITS
 > Low latency for exceptional DDR4 performance — An 
unbeatable combination of fast speeds and aggressive timings 
to complement Intel’s 2, 4, 6 or 8 core processors, HyperX Savage 
DDR4 o� ers speeds of up to 3000MHz and latencies of CL12–CL15

 >Optimised for Intel’s Z170 and X99 chipsets — Built-in Intel 
XMP pro� les allow users to easily overclock their platforms 
simply by selecting a pro� le, with no need for manual timing 
adjustments in BIOS. HyperX Savage DDR4 is available in single 
modules and in kits of 2, 4 and 8, with capacities of up to 64GB

 > Lower power consumption compared to DDR3 — HyperX 
Savage DDR4’s lower power requirement means less heat and 
higher reliability. At a low 1.2V or 1.35V, Savage DDR4 takes full 
advantage of the power e�  ciency brought by DDR4

 >Die-cast aluminium heat spreader — The high-quality 
die-cast aluminium heat spreader features an asymmetrical 
design and diamond-cut � nish. It provides enhanced thermal 
dissipation for improved reliability, and its low pro� le � ts well 
under oversized coolers

SPECIFICATIONS
 >Capacity 4GB–8GB (single), 8GB–64GB (kits)

 > Frequency (speed) 2133MHz, 2400MHz, 2666MHz, 2800MHz 
and 3000MHz

 >CAS latency CL12–CL15

 >Voltage 1.2V or 1.35V

 >Operating temperature 0°C to 85°C

 > Storage temperature -55°C to 100°C

 >Dimensions 133.35mm x 32.8mm

 >Compatible with X99, Z170, H170, B150


